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Admissions for fall '89 may close early
by COLIN McNAIR
Staff Writer

Increasing enrollment pressure is
forcing Washington state universities to move up deadlines for applications and close admissions earlier than ever before, university
authorities said this week.
According to James G. Pappas,
dean of admissions and records at
CWU, four of the six baccalaureate
institutions in the state-including
Central - are resorting to such
actions in an attempt to control
enrollments. The others are The
Evergreen State College, the University of Washington and Western
Washington University.
Central has been receiving an
increasing number of applications
from new students since 1981,
Pappas said. This has forced admissions for winter and spring quarters
to close early the last two years,.
The pressures also apply to
Central' s extended degree centers,
where there are waiting lists for
several of the more popular programs. The Early Childhood Education Program at the South Seattle

Center has a waiting period of from
eight to nine months, Pappas said.
As of Feb. 4, according to Pappas,
the total number of applications for
fall quarter '89 is well ahead oflast
year, and admissions may be forced
to close early again next year.
In a letter to members of the university community, Pappas listed
several reasons for the early closures. They include enrollment
limits, or caps, set by the legislature, an increasing number of applications and a significant increase in
student retention rates.
The enrollment limit the legislature has set for CWU is 5,877.
This has been the same for the last
three years and the university has
met or exceeded it each of those
years.
CWU is trying to persuade lawmakers to raise the enrollment limits. In its latest budget proposal, the
university asked for funding for an
additional 343 on-campus students
and 500 more in the satellite programs.
Pappas said several factors will
affect the number of new students
the university can accept.
These include the number of

Model United Nations
hosted at Central
University News-College students from Oregon and Washington take on the duties of United
Nations representatives this weekend at the northwest regional model
United Nations conference here on
campus.
Organizers expect more than 170
delegates from 14 Oregon and
Washington universities and community colleges.
"This gathering is really a workshop to help us prepare forthe annual
far west area conference in Seattle
in April," said Tom Nation, student
coordinator. "The delegates can
learn the rules , see what meetings
are like, and get experience."
Delegations range from one to 20
members, with each university taking on the task of representing one
or more member countries of the
UnitedNations. Students often write
to foreign governments for official
position papers about important
issues, and conduct extensive research about its leaders, policies
and concerns.
"You try to learn about the
country's issues and politicians so
you can represent your country as
well as possible," said Nations.
CWU' s delegation will represent
Columbia and Syria.
The model U.N. members will
meet in general assembly and in
committee meetings, where' they
will discuss specific topics like the
Palestinean conflict, a Middle East
nuclear-free zone, international
drug-trafficking, and the worldwide spread of AIDS.
By the end of the weekend, a
series of proposals will be adopted
by the delegates after much debate,

caucuses, voting, and negotiation.
Some of the proposals drawn up at
the Seattle U.N. conference are
eventually sent on to the real United
Nations in New York City for consideration.
"This is an interesting way to see
how the world community interconnects," said Nations. "You also
see the futility that the U.N. is up
against, as well as how responsible
they are to the world community."
Nations said most model united
nations clubs suffered a decline in
interestinthe 1960sand '?Os.However, along with the notoriety the
real U.N. has received recentlysuch as the Nobel Prize for its
peacekeeping force- the popularity of the model U.N. has grown.
The northwestern region sent the
largest delegation to las~ year's far
west area conference.
"Students get to know and realize
that people everywhere are just the
same," said Rex Wirth, CWU political science professor. "They deal
with problems in an abstract way,
which creates and understanding of
what the U.N. is and what it does."
Keynote speaker for the Saturday
luncheon is Dr. Urban Whitaker,
emeritus professor of international
law at San Fransico State University. Author of several books and a
distinguished expert on the United
Nations, Whitaker will evaluate
whether today's United nations has
the potential to be the kind of organization its founders envisioned.
CWU Provost Robert V. Edington,
a published author in the field of
international relations, will welcome conference participants and
introduce Whitaker.

students that pre-register for fall
quarter, the number who graduate
this spring, the retention rate - or
number of students who remain
enrolled at CWU - and whether or
not the legislature will be able to
provide funding.
The retention rate at CWU has
been an important factor in determining the number of new students,
he said.
"For whatever reason, more and

more students are staying at Central," Pappas said.
"The quality of the students is
getting better and better here."
He said this is evident in the high
school G.P.A. of freshmen, which
has been steadily increasing since
1981, and the increasing admissions
standards for programs at CWU.
This is particularly true of the popular programs such as business
administration and education, ac-

cording to Pappas.
Students who transfer from a
community college are finding it
increasingly difficult to get into

cwu.

"We can say no to transfers a Ii ttle
easier, I feel," Pappas said, "especially if they don't have an associate of arts degree."
University officials urge prospective students to apply early to the
college of their choice.
'·

Drunk test demonstrated
by MARK WAVRA
Staff Writer

In accordance with drug and alcohol awareness week, lack Baker
coordinated a visual lesson about
the effects of alco~ol on the body.
Volunteers Jill Goedde, T. J.
Sedgwick, Shan Sedgwick and
Glenn Nielson consumed various
amounts of alcohol and then performed manual and mental dexterity tests in front of a crowd of onlookers in the SUB pit.
Under supervision, the students
started drinking beer and wine
coolers at Frazzini 's Pizza Place at
8:30 a.m. and stopped drinking at
11 a.m.
State Trooper Dave Standish led
the volunteers through traditional
police tests that determine if a person is too drunk to drive.
He had the students perform such
feats as standing on one foot, touching fingertips to the nose, walking
heel to toe, and reciting the alphabet. He also administered a breathalizer test to each of the consumers.
Nielson, the designated overconsumer who pounded ten beers
and had a .09 percent blood alcohol
level, faltered during all of the tests.
"If we found him driving in this
condition, we would definitely take
him to jail," said Officer Standish.
T.J. Sedgwick, who drank six
beers and a cooler and registered a
.075 percent blood alcohol level,
also tripped up while performing
dexterity tests.
"I would say he is feeling pr~tty
jolly. I would suspect we had a good
one here," said Officer Standish.
Shan Sedgwick consumed seven
beers but only had a .03 percent
blood alcohol level. Jill Goedde
registered at .02 percent blood alcohol level after ~rinking two. wine
coolers. They both performed their
tests fluently and would not have
been booked for a Driving While
Intoxicated violation.
The common belief that a person
has to register at .10 percent blood
alcohol level to be charged with a
DWI was proven wrong by both T.
J. Sedgwick and Nielson.
"I think that the myth of the magic
.10 percent was proven wrong today," said Baker. "This proved that
you can have less than .01 percent
and still be arrested. The myth of
the magic number was dispelled

· T J. Sedgwick demonstrates the effects of alcohol on the brain's
ability to function. (Photo by Gina Myer)
today."
Officer Standish also expressed
that the breathalizer is only one of
the many incriminating factors that
can be used to prosecute a drunk
driver.
"It's sort of an icing on the cake,"
said Standish.
He also expressed that DWis are

expensive, embarrassing, and a
permanent black mark on your record. There is no warning ticket for a
DWI and you can be legally intoxicated for drugs other than alcohol.
Officer Standish concluded by
saying "If you are pulled over and
tested for a DWI, nine times out of
ten you will be taken to jail."
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Lighting added near Tunstall
according to Paul Pearson, maintenance and construction coordinator.
Another facelift project is
the construction of a new Olympicsized pool behind Nicholson and
the conversion of the current pool
locationintoadancestudio,aPhysical Plant spokesman said.
Bidding for the new pool
begins this week, and construction
commences in the spring.
Butdon'texpectto be able
to use the new pool for awhile, he
said, because "it is a long ways from
completion in September." The
current pool will be open for use
until the new one is finished.
The final change during
the academic year is the upgrading
of gravel parking lots with pavement this summer, Wendell Hill,
director of Auxiliary Services said.
skhs, and with preproduction and
The'F'lotbehindQuigley
actually taping, editing, putting in and the basketball courts, the 'J' lot
sound and other types of effects," behind Barto that services Andersaid D. Wilson.
D. Wilson said sometimes he gets son Apartments, and the 'A-1' lot
ideas for skits while sitting in class. east of Bouillon that serves faculty
They also make comic situations .and staff, will all be paved this
out of every day subjects like class summer.
lectures, where they film a class in
The 'A-2' loteastofBlack
session and then review it.
Hall and the lot north of the 'F' lot
The skits are different for all three will remain gravel, but all lots will
shows. In the next two shows you
may not see two male foreign ex- receive planter boxes to improve
change students performing water . their appearance, Hill said. Also, a
ballet, a music video about dog food sidewalk will be installed through
or communications professor Len some of the parking lots for pedesWilliams suggesting that you "Just trian traffic.
say what" to drugs. The "Ed and
Additionally, a cul-de-sac
WilburUsedFruitEmporium"may will be installed in the 'J' lot for
be carried over into the other shows,
but no final decisions have been easier U-tums on the narrow parkmade.
ing strip. The connecting road beProduction equipment belongs to tween the 'J' and 'F' lots will have
the university, but funding comes
out of the trio's own pockets. D.
Wilson and Ham said "UCTV" is
an excellent way to gain valuable
experience for the job market.
After a show is broadcast, it may
be rerun until the quarter is finished. "UCTV" may continue next
quarter with the possibility of running two shows a month, but it is to
early to decide.

darkest areas on campus, Bill Ross,
.director of Facilities Planning and
Staff Writer
Installment of new lights Construction, said. The lighting
is one of many campus improve- survey team walked the entire camments planned this year, according pus with a light meter to determine
to a Physical Plant spokesman. the darkest spots on campus.
The other areas they found
Other improvements include construction of newly-paved parking to be in need oflighting were Eighth
Avenue in front of Shaw Smyser,
lots and a new swimming pool.
Street lights were installed along Barge and McConnell, and the area
the walkway between Tunstall and around Grupe Center, between
the SUB after a winter nighttime Black and Bouillon, he said. These
survey by the lighting committee areas will receive lighting by the
pinpointed that area as one of the end of spring quarter, at the latest,

by DAINA MURRAY

Central students
produce comedy
by BENJY MOGENSEN
Staff Writer

A new comedy show hit the air
this quarter.
"University Comedy Television"
is 30 minutes of skits in the style of
"SCTV" and "Monte Python's
Flying Circus," according to Doug
Wilson, one of the show's creators.
Mike Wilson and Tom Ham
complete the trio of minds behind
the program. All three are working
toward film and video production
degrees at Central.
Conception and production of the
first program started last quarter.
They are now in the process of
producing the second show which
will afr Feb. 15 at 9:30 p.m. on
KCWU-TV Channel 2.
The third and final show for the
quarter is scheduled for broadcast
on March 15 at 9:30 p.m., but D.
Wilson said they are pushing for an
earlier date so it will not coincide
with finals week.
The three students act, direct,
produce, run the equipment and edit
the show on their own. Other students are cast in supporting roles
where they are needed, but the trio
does most of the acting.
"It takes a lot of hours writing the

Newly installed lights around Tunstall Commons brightens the
out~ook for late night pedestrians. (Photo by Mike Patnode)
parking, increasing the total numChanges in parking areas
ber of parking spaces next year.
will amount to approximately
Finally, a wide service $250,000, Hill said. All changes are
entrancedriveanda30-minutepark- paid for through parking fees and
ing zone will be installed near the tickets, except for $50,000 that
southeast comer of Holmes, Hill Parking borrowed from Housing,
said. The 'E-1' parking lot between he said.
Black and Wilson halls will be
He also said he expects all
removed and probably replaced with lots on campus to be paved within
a grassy area, he said.
six to eight years. _

SUMMER WORK
A representive from Crater Lake
National Park and Oregon Caves
National Monument will be interviewing
on campus Febuary 13th for summer
employment.
Available positions include:

Retail Clerks, Food Services, Hotel Front
Desk, Housekeeping, Tour Guides.
Additional information and applications
available at the Career Placement Center
in Barge 105
(Equal Opportunity Employer)

The student body has spoken.
US Dt:pa1 t11 1P11 t o f HP<1lth & H u 111.i 11 S•·1v1<·t•s

This space donated as a public service.
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Updated equipment needed for professional sound
KCAT-FMneeds updated production equipment to create a more
professional sound, according to
Alan Taylor, adviser to the campus
radio station.
"We don't have the ability to
produce things that sound like they
should,professionally,"Taylorsaid.
KCAT' s production studio is
Taylor's main concern, because it
is where students create audio packages to send out when looking for
employment as well as make material forKCAT. The station's equipment is operational, but Taylor
wants to see it upgraded or improved.
"Students have a problem producing demo tapes. It's always been
one of my points to encourage them
to produce demo tapes oftheir work,
but they really don't have the facili-

ties to do it," Taylor said. He added
that the communication professors
are striving for the students to be
professional in producing quality
work.
The minimum amount of funding
speculated would . be $5,000 to
$10,000. He said the money could
be spent on two cart-machines, a
new audio board and possibly a new
turntable.
"Additional funding would be
required to sound-proof the room to
make it acoustically useful," Taylor
said.
.The university came through with
funds a couple of years ago, when
KCAT needed a new reel-to-reel

Central student Dave Shipley working with the outdated KCAT station equipment. Photo by Steve

tape machine, but Taylor knows not · .ciorsometime,sol'm
Douglas
hopmgtofind
·
to expect money.
some outs1·de sources, "Tay1or sa1·d.
"The funding situation is exHe has heard that a West Coast
tremely tight right now, has been
radio station may donate some

equ1'pment to Central, and i·s concentrat1·ng h1·s ef-.corts
1·n that area.
1'
"It's a good deal for a station to
donate equipment," Taylor said,

"because they get a tax deduct10n
·
and we get needed equipment."
He also is looking for any other
source-s of funding.

Career Planning and Placement Center

Summer jobs and internship opportunities available
Central's Career Planning and
Placement Center, located in Barge
105, invites students to visit the
office to register for service, maintain current placement files, keep
posted on campus interviews and
current jobs and discuss career
concerns regarding career goals.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
FOR TEACHERS: A Job Search
Workshop is being presented by
Robert D. Mal de of the Career Planning and Placement Center: Feb.
14, 15, 16 at 4-5 p.m., Black 107.
Topics covered: Job Finding Skills,
Resumes, and Interviewing.
RECRUITING ACTIVITIES WINTER '89
A summary of the scheduled recruiting activities are shown below.
Please stop by CPPC if you wish to
keep current - there may be additions to this list of recruiters.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS/Signup a week in advance of campus
visit: The following organizations
will have representatives on campus to interview interested candidates during winter quarter. Signup schedules are posted one week,
to the day, before the arrival of the
interviewers. . . campus visit date
shown.
Northwestern Mutual Life - Feb.
9, (Sales and Consulting); JELDWEN, Inc.---:- Feb. 10, (Production
ManagemeniTraining); also group
meeting/8:15 a.m~, Ba,rge 105 open to all - sign in advance at
CP&PC; Target Stores - Feb 22,
(Management Trainees); Bi-Mart
Corporation - Feb 23, (Management Trainees); U.S. FDIC-Feb
27, (Bank Examiner Trainees); The
Boeing Company - Feb 27-28 &
March 1, (Tool Production Plan-

~~

SN'

~l

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIAL
$4.25 Lunch
Lunch Special
$2.35
16 choices

$5.25 Dinner
Regular Dinners 10% off
for all College Students
and Senior Citizens

ners ); also group meeting/7 p.m. on **Flying Horseshoe Ranch (Feb. CooperativeEducationandlntemships
2/27/89, SUB 204-205 - open to 16)
U.S. GOVERNMENT SUM- FIELD EXPERIENCE OFall - sign in advance at CP&PC;
All-Phase Electric Supply Co. - - MER JOBS: The U.S. Summer FERED-CWU's Office of CoMarch 1-2 (Management Trainees Jobs Bulletin #414 has been re- operative Education and Internships
- Nationwide) and U.S. Drug ceived by the CPPC. If you are has field experience placements for
interested students. For more inforEnforcement Agency- March 3, interested in a summer position with
mation,
go to Barge 307 orcall 963(Special Agents & Diversion In- the federal government, this is an
2404.
excellent source of information.
vestigators).
INTERVIEWS - SUMMER (Positions are limited and federal CITY OF SEATTLE, Accounting
JOBS: The following summer work forms must be filed by April 15 for position, 20 hrs. a week during
opportunities are available. sign- the majority of jobs, so don't de- school year; 40 hrs. during summer.
Must have working knowledge of
up and required material should be lay!)
IBMPCandLotus 1-2-3.Deadline:
at CP&PC by the deadline indi- TEACHER CANDIDATES Feb. 14.
cated for each employer:
SCHOOL DISTRICTS INTER- CITY OF SEATTLE, Human
**Camp Easter Seal - east and VIEWING - School districts Resources position, 20 hrs. a week
west (Feb. 9)
coming to campus this quarter are summer qtr.; may be extended into
**Tacoma YMCA Camp shown below; the interview sched- summer. Deadline: Feb. 21.
Seymour (Feb. 9)
ules are posted a week prior to the RICHARDSON-HURSHELL
**Crater Lake Resort, Crater interview dates indicated.
P.R., Seattle, Public Relations/
Lake Natl Park & Oregon Caves **Clover Park School District Marketing position. GPA of 3.0.
(Feb. 13)
(Feb. 15);
SMITH, PHILLIPS &DiPI**Hidden Valley Camp (Feb 14). **S. Kitsap School District (Mar. ETRO, Yakima, Public Relation/
8);
Marketing position. Stipend may
**Palmdale School District (Mar. be offered.
LAKE EASTON & IRON
6);
**Northshore School District HORSE STATE PARKS, Easton,
Research and Slide _Program proj(Mar. 9);
**Puyallup School District (Mar. ect on history of the parks and area.
KITTITAS COUNTY ACTION
10).
**Hawaii State Dept. of Ed. COUNCIL, Ellensburg, Gleaning
Intern for part-time Spring and 30(Advance Sign up Feb. 1-28).
35 hrs. a week summer.
MILITARY RECRUITING New postings are coming in every
U.S. Marines (Feb. 21, 23) week. Please check- the bulletin
Mai:ine Officer Programs. Stop by
board outside Barg~ 307.
the SUB information booth.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

·.•.·.·.-.·.•·•rl'·•·•·•·•·•·•·-.·J'.•a'\/'M•••·•··.-.-.·.-.·.····

a .....

Four Winds

Book
Store
Pick up a card for
your Valentine

Get

BACK

Into The

Swing Of Things!

Chiropractic
Center
962-2570
DR. Maynard Linder
DR. Myron Linder
DR. Sandy Linder
1101 N. Alder, Ellensburg Located Clos~ to Campus
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Apply now for
graduation
Apply for graduation now if you
are planning to graduate spring
quarter - an early application assures you of early notification of
clearance or problems for graduation. March 31 is the final deadline
for applications.
If you are pursuing a degree in
education, apply through the certification office in Black Hall.
In order to participate in commencement exercises you must fill
out a cap and gown card. The card
must be turned in to the University
Store. The cost for the cap and gown
is $19.30.
If you plan to complete your
requirements summer quarter and
wish to participate in commencement ceremonies in June, apply for
graduation by March 31 and purchase your cap and gown at the
University Store before May 15.

Graduate
assistantships
Graduate Assistantship applications for summer quarter 1989 and
for the 1989-90 academic year are
due by Feb. 15 in the Graduate
Admissions and Records office,
Bouillon 205. Applications and
information can be obtained in
Bouillon 205, or call 963-3103.
Graduate students who are currently
employed at CWU for the first time
as graduate assistants also need to
submit an application by Feb. 15 if
they are interested in obtaining an
assistantship for next year. Graduate students who are interested in
the assistantship program are also
requested to submit a financial aid
application, available in the Financial Aid office.

News
News
'Billie Jean' goes to jail
A woman who claims to be married to pop singer Michael Jackson and
the mother of his twin children was sentenced Monday to 2 1/2 years in
jail for harassing the singer and trespassing at his home.
Former legal secretary Lavon Muhammed has been harassing Jackson
for five years and has been convicted on similar charges twice in the past
three years, according to the Los Angeles city attorney's office.
The woman says she is the wife of the superstar singer and he is the
father of her six year-old twins.

OLYMPIA BEER
24-1 loz.bottles

$6.09
HAMMSBEER
24-12oz. cans

S>ti.{t)

Tacoma fire kills child
A Tacoma blaze which took the life of a three year-old boy started in
the room where the child was sleeping, say fire officials.
The Saturday fire also critically injured four other children and a
young mother.

.J

Elvis sends 'bad message'
A proposed postage stamp honoring the late pop singer Elvis Presley
would send a "bad message" to young people, says California Democrat
Ed Roybal.
Roybal, the chairman of the appropriations subcommittee which
approves postal subsidies, says Presley's drug use is the reason behind
his action against the stamp.
Private campaigner Pat Geiger of Vermont, who is pushing for the
stamp, says Roybal is exaggerating Presley's use of drugs.
"If you 're going to wait for the perfect man, you will never issue a
stamp," says Geiger. "Elvis had one failing anda million good qualities."

HEIDELBERG BEER
12-1 loz. bottles

(40oz. 93¢)

$ •
3 43

Spokane girl drowns in truck
A 20 month-old Spokane girl died Monday, after being submerged in
the icy waters of the Spokane River for 30 minutes on Saturday.
Alicia Slorn was left in a running truc_k outside her home, when the
truck apparently lost traction and plunged into river.
The girl's parents and a witness dove into the water, but were unable
to find the girl. Divers freed her from the truck approximately 30 minutes
later and she was flown by helicopter to Sacred Heart Medical Center,
but doctors were unable to save her.

Compiled from A.P. and U.P.I. wire services in addition to local
newspapers

BULK FOODS
DEPARTMENT
(CHECK OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS)

~

THUNDER CRUNCH
Crunchy Potato chips

Valc11ti11c.\ Day;, Tue\day. Feb.14

.99¢

(New)

Give Flowers
in aPerfume
Bottle.

VIDEO RENTALS-99¢
EVERYDAY
(VCR rentals--Rent a VCR and get 1st. video rental free)

Come See How
Sweet It Is.

If vou need.a tasteful, romantic,
yE.t inexpensive Valentine's Day

gift. send Teleflora's exclusive
Perfume Bottle Bouquet. Fresh
flowers inside a he~rt-shaped
glass perfume bottle. To send one
anywhere, call or visit our
shop todav.

EB ~6MA -rtJ-EB fJW!;
The Flower Petal-ers

320 fo:;t 4th
Ellensburg. WA 98926

)

~

/

(509) 925-~995 ~ '. /

Tell us

31eleflora~

This is the place to be for that Special
Valentine gift for him or her. As always, we'll
be glad to gift wrap your selection in beautiful
valentine gift wrap, free of course.
Lingeria
Gift
25% Off
Peignoir sets
Selected Baskets 25% Off
Half slips
Now$7.90
Assorted
Olga daywear
25% Off
picture frames
(red only)
20% Off
Asst. pictures
25% Off
Teddys
25% Off
25% Off
Jewelry boxes
Slipper gift set
Now $18.90
Mens
Juniors
Entire stock of belts $9.99
Cal Ivy Coord Group 33% Off
large
asst. of Ties
$9.99
Naturals by BB Blues 33% Off
Unlined
Levi
Jacket
Long sleeve knit tops 33% Off
(white washed) Now $34.99
Womens
Long sleeve
Levi Western
selected blouses
33% Off
shirts
Now 15% to 18%
White Stag coord
33% Off
Young Mens
White Stag active
Casual pants
Now 30%
wear
33% Off
Off
Womens Accessories
Short sleeve silk screen
Assorted socks
25% Off
tees
Only $8.90
Assorted Fashion belts
Short
sleeve
33% Off
knit shirts
Now $14.99
Selected Handbags 25% Off
Kids
Selected Earings
25% Off
Girls dresses
(9 to 12)
Now 30% Off
Berry's "This ls The Place To Be
Open A Be!IY_'s Charge, It's Easy
Selected bags, jeans
(4 to 14)
Now 25% Off
Girls briefs
Mon - Thur. 9:30-5:30 Fri. 9:30- 8:00
(cotton)
now 3/$1.99

NtiJ

Sat 9:30-5:30

Sun. 10:00-4:00

il-1-11

12 pack cans

12-12oz.
cola-diet cola
lemon lime
root beer

$2.69

*FRESH PRODUCE*.
CHECK OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS!!

RED DELICIOUS
APPLES

39¢1b

TEDDY GRAHMS
$1.39
USED PAPER BACKS
60¢ TO

$1.25 EACH

Prices Good February 8, 1989 to February 26, 1989

At 8th. & Main Streets

WASHINGTON
STUDENT
LOBBY
WSL 1989 LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES FEES

*

Biennial increase of $12 million for the
Washington State Need Grant program;

*

*

Amend present law to provide for minimum
financial aid increases of at least 35 percent of
the new revenues generated from increased college and university tuition and fees;

*

Establishment of the· John Cherberg Scholarship program for upper-division and graduate
students pursuing a career in public service.

MINORITIES, WOMEN, AND
UNDER REPRESENTED

*

STUDENT TUITION AND FEES
*

*

Continuation of present state policy of having
undergraduate students pay 23 percent of the
costs at community colleges, 25 percent of the
costs at the regional universities,. and 33 percent of the costs at the research universities;
Restrict increases of graduate student tuition
and fees (which are currently $711 above the
national average) until our graduate student
tuition and fees are once again nationally competitive.

Support to legislation to increase student control over the expenditures of student paid services and activities fees by strengthening the
SAP Committee's ability to have its proposed
budget adopted by the governing boards.

Support of the Higher Education Coordinating
Board proposal for $9.1 million for recruiting,
retaining, and supporting minorities, women,
and the otherwise under represented.

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS PAY
*

Any pay increases for university faculty should
be extended on a proportional basis to university graduate assistants.

**

If you want information or want to help CON-

TACT Steve Feller (ASCWU President) at
963-1693,
or Mark Hambrick (Smooth Dog) WSL
Chapter Chair) at 963-1607.

REMEMBER THE.FREE
LEGISLATION HOTLINE
........ 1-800-562-6000 ........
AS

---Calendar of Events----Thursday, Feb. 9

Friday, Feb. 10
Satudray, Feb. 11
Tuesday, Feb. 14
(Valentines Day)
Wednesday, Feb. 15
Thursday, Feb. 16

Harlem Globetrotters in Nicholson Pavilion
at 7 p.m.
The Invisible Line video in the SUB Pit at
noon.
DWI demonstration in the SUB Pit at noon
CWU vs. WWU Men's Basketball
-Nicholson Pavilion
Sweetheart Dinner and Dance
ASCWU Board of Directors meeting in the
SUB Teanaway at 3 p.m.
Papa John's "Z-Trane" at 7 p.m. in the
SUB Pit
Club Senate in SUB 204/205 at 3 p.m.
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Opinions
Romance and the '80s

Oil and water or peaches and ·cream?
Editor's note: In an age of
equal treatment of the sexes,
romance may seem inappropriate. At college where spending
money is often scarce, romantic gestures may be cutfrom the
budget.
Have feminism andfinances
hardened tlie heart, or have new
doors opened for expression?
Editors of The Observer do
some soul searching in time for
the Valentine's Day celebration.

She makes
killer lasagna
by SUSAN MONAHAN
News Editor

"Anybody who believes that
the way to a man's heart is
through his stomach, flunked geography." -Robert Byrne.
I love this quote because my
grandfather, who worries daily
about whether or not I'll get
married, is continually telling
me if I don't learn how to cook
I will never get married.
I, on the other hand, don't
worry about things like getting
married. I worry instead about
important things such as getting
through college - one thing at
a time please.
I have always wondered what
cooking and marriage had in
common and Robert Byrne appears to agree they have nothing
in common. Back to getting to a man's
heart through his stomach realistically, who wants a guy
who finds nothing better to do
than eat?

Valentine's Day is the time for roIDance
by M. SCOTT THOMAS
Forum Editor

Ah, romance - that blissful
feeling that turns ones knees to
Jell-0 and starts the heart thumping. Yes, it's that time of the
year again - Valentine's Day.
Time to show that special someone just how much you appreciate his/her affections.
Friends of mine tell me that
romance is distracting while
going to school. I disagree.
While it is time consuming to
involve one's self in a romance,
the rewards far exceed the drawbacks.
I've found that my grades rise
and I am more productive than
usual when I am romancing
someone. I constantly think
about the person - where they ·
are, what they are doing and
what we can do next. It is a wonderful feeling that sometimes
makes school worth attending.
Some have said that I am addicted to romance, but I believe
there are worse addictions.
Valentine's Day is the perfect
opportunity to express these
feelings. Just try to overlook the
blatant commercialism of the
holiday and let yourself go.
Years ago, Valentine's Day
was a time of stress. I would
reluctantly address cards my
mom bought and bundle then
neatly to present to my fellow

Scrooge scorns 'stuff'
by MIKE BUSH
Managing Editor

Charlie got dogged
by MIKE ELIASON
Scene Editor

Valentine's Day BAH,
HUMBUG!
I am under the impression that
Valentine's Day was invented
by some very greedy minds
down at the Hallmark card
manufacturing company with
help from the stuffed animal

When I conjure the image of
romance, the first thing that
comes to mind is Charlie Brown.
I remember how' on
Valentine's Day, Charlie Brown
expressed his "like" for a "little industry·
red-haired girl" in the form of a . Venture ~owntown for an hour
romantic valentine.
or so. I will personally guaranIn tum the "little red-haired tee that you will find enough
girl" dog~ed Charlie hard. She Valentine's Day crud to make
wouldn't speak to him. She even the most potent romantic
wouldn'tlookathim. She would look frantically for the nearest
not acknowledge his human ex- available barf bag.
istence in any way.
Stuffed bears with hearts on
In an effort not to become ~n- them, heart shaped candy, heart
othe7 Charlie, I am cle~smg shaped cards - where do all
my hfe of any ~uch romantic en- these hearts come from and
counters.
. Until I can fully, ac- where d oes all th.IS money go.?
cept bemg trashed, I won t set
I'll b h
h .
d
et
myse If up cior the f a11 .
. t, e guy . w .o .mvente
. .
In short romance stinks. There Valentme s Day IS s1ttmg m his
are too ~any things to worry jacuzzi right now, sipping on a
about than some woman bum- margarita and laughing at all the
ing your ego at the cross.
poor fools like me and you who
Then again, my thoughts on are shelling out big cash to put
the subject may mature some- his children through college.
day.
Hah, hah, hah!

classmates. You remember we had to give them to boys,
girls, teachers, mom and dad
and even your sister. The absolute worst part of this ritual was
that you had to give them to
people you did not like and vice
versa.
Later, I discovered that
Valentine's Day was a great
holiday. I found that expensive

gifts are really not required. A
simple card and dinner have
proven to be quite successful in
conveying your feelings. There
is no need to try and impress that
special person - just be honest
and most of all, be yourself.
We rarely have the chance to
tell the people in our lives just
how much we love them.Now is
that time, enjoy!

No excuses necessary
by TAMI SCHRANK
Sports Editor

I am a romantic at heart. I .
think romance is the best thing
ever invented.
It can make people feel so
good by doing things for other
people and having other people
do things for you.
Some people consider
Valentine's Day an excuse to be
romantic. I wish we had
Valentine's Day every month.
Then again, who needs an ex-

Letters

cuse to be romantic. I think one
of the greatest parts of a relationship is the element of surprise.
The little things are what make
the relationship healthy - a
flower for no reason at all (carnations are my favorite), breakfast in bed, cute little cards or a
little love note under the pillow
or in a notebook.
Valentine's Day is my favorite holiday and I hope that it and
the traditions that go along with
it never die.

Talk before
•
you sing
by RENEE RICKETTS
Editor

No one can refuse a longstemmed, blood-red rose or a
moonlit serenade on a hot summer night. Even if it sounds
"mushy" and "gross," romance
is fun when it happens.
Positive side effects are improved circulation and increased
energy.Negative side effects are
what I collectively call "the idiot factor" - you tum into a
spineless weenie with grits for
brains.
Since romantic gestures are
impossible to refuse, you may
end up as an idiot for someone
who would not normally impress you. After the rose-tinted
glasses fall from your eyes, the
light of reality can be brutal.
You may find yourself attached
to a walking, talking pet peeve.
I don't want to knock romance
- it's fun to lose your mind
every now and then - but I do
suggest the following "rule of
romance": Talk to the girl before you sing to her.

ILetters to the Editor

Wildcats should host Western with class
To the editor:
After attending the CWU/Westem Washington University game
this year in Bellingham, I have a
renewed appreciation and pride for
Central's alumni, staff, faculty and
students.
We were treated in a most unwelcome way - being seated in the

high gallery away from our team.
The tickets were over-sold, leaving
many of our fans packed in the
aisles or standing along the balcony
railing for the entire contest.
After squeezing together and
trying to make the best of this risky
situation, we were nearly swept from
our precious seats by "music"

blasted in the 110 db range before
the game, during time-outs, half
time, etc., which terminated all
conversation and made instructions
to the team a shouting match for
coach Nicholson ...
Not many people left BellingSee 'Cats page 7
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'Cats: ihe gani~- is 'WOn oll-the floor
Continued from page 6
ham impressed with WWU.
After the ~ game, someone suggested to coach Nicholson that we
could place our band behind
Western' s team and a few other
"improvements."
Nicholson's reply to these jests is
worth repeating: "We will do no
such thing," he said. "We will treat
Western as our guest in the same
manner as we treat all our opponents at Central. Their fans may sit
where they like and will be assured
seats. Although our fans have been
the best supporters, they have always been decent and I expect they
will continue to be so. I would be
very disappointed if this tradition
were to change."
The game will be won or lost on
the floor. Our team will be ready
and our coach will be ready to give
their best arid do it with class. Our
fans can do no less, despite any
provocation.
When we leave the pavilion on
Saturday night, let's go away winners - On and off the floor.
1

Signed~
Beth Smith

To the editor:
It is my feeling that certain portions of "Festival of the Arts Week"
were not well promoted. Especially
upsetting was the neglectful treatment of student writers and artists.
Several professional artists from
outside the local area gave presentations and were well received; but
some talent from inside the local
community was not promoted.
Student poets were to give readings
on Wednesday Jan. 25 in the SUB
- staff in the building were prepared for an entertainer to appear
later in the evening but were unaware and unprepared for the student reading. A student art exhibit
was to begin on Monday Jan. 23,
but arrangements were not settled
and the exhibit did not appear.
This lack of coordination and
promotion came in spite of the evident policy as presented on page 8
of the Jan. 19 edition of The Observer: '"Festival of the Arts' is a
yearly event celebrating the fine
arts at Central. It is designed to
provide students, faculty members
and regional artists a forum to display their creativity."

Somebody needs to get with the
program.

Signed,
Todd Adkisson

To the forum editor:
You criticize deadbeats not paying back their loans, M. Scott, but
you appear to be something of a
deadbeat yourself.
How many zeros are in 2.5 trillion? Are there 14, as you try to pass
off in the first line of your (Jan. 26
"Forum") article? Or are there eight,
as you painted over the flag in midarticle?
Answer: There are eleven zeros
in 2.5 trillion. The number in the
first line is 2.5 quadrillion. The
number painted over the flag is 2.5
billion.

Signed,
Ellen Pope

Editors note: The mistake in
zeros was an editing e"or. Illustrations for "Forum" are not designed by M. Scott Thomas-he is
responsible only for researching
and writing the topics.

Forum
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Williams Florist :
I

& Garden Center

I

I
I
I

100 West 8th, Phone 925-3176
Ellensburg, Washington 98926

I
I
I

:
I

Cut FlowersRoses, Carnations
Blooming plants Balloons
& Large selection of stuffed animals
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Treat your valentine to lunch or dinner!
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We
carry
Nexus,
Focus, Paul Mitchell,
I
I & Red Ken - Haircare Products

OFF : :
II

I
I
I
I

HAIRCUTS

I
I
with this coupon I

.

$2.53

I

1 12 Pack per Coupon

! 304NorthPearl ~

<tlft~ (mt

Obsession

•

'(

:~

I $4 OFF Men & Women Haircuts
I : $12 OFF Perms (long hair extra)
1
I $5 OFF Coloring

J

Expires 2-18-89

I
I

I
I
:

r-------------------------,
HI-WAY GRILLE

CASH VALUE 1/20C

I
I
I
I
I

d Tflt100 STlDO

I
I
I

with Roseann, Kim or Steph

'··

:
I
:

Buy one
hamburger and fries
get second for 1/ 2 price

I

106 w. 3rd. 925-4044

.

ff

2 pancakes
2 strips bacon
1 egg

$1.39

Glllll

6-11 A.M. only. Expires 3-31-89

·=1: '1X't.A4 GROCERY
1 •

$ 1.00 0 FF

:;
I •
::

I
I
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I

:

r~~~~ Y ·
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$ l oo OFF

: Bring this coupon in for

1·.:·~1

·cl'!.

,Qi

I
I

: I

313 N. Pearl St. I

-

92s-ss9s :

I
any CD, Album or Casette I

mc.l'J;

:
I

IN

limit one piece per coupon

" Open 7 days a week"

xpires: Last day of winter quarter

I

--

$2._

50 Pitcher

I

E~ery :

Night

ASH VALUE 1!20¢

111 E. 8th St. *Ellensburg WA* 925-9851

~-------------------------~

411 20% OFF
ALL JEWELRY

: "Party with the Best at the Best" :
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• L------~-------------- E~=~~.J
: Mon. - Sat. Il a.m. -5p.m.
Sunday 1p.m. - 4p.m.

Visa & Mastercard

•

Through February 14.

••

422 N. Pine

----------------------------MARY

ANN'S

&
L--

®JIID STORE

........ ... .. ..... ........ ................ r--------------------------,
: $3.~ OFF Large Pan Pizza : :

I

:I

pl.'--.. .
IHDBlllST

•

I
I
I

~

Pierre Cardin

20% OFF
ALL CWU CLOTHING

I
I
I
I
I

------ -- --------------,
Music

Chaps

I Drakkar
I Calvin

I :

I
~
1It's
Happening
: Every Night at...

I

Iron
Halston

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I~

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I

Lagerfeld

Stetson
Chanel for men
English Leather
Polo

1:11111:14~11~~r1~1:.'.1~;1:1·1

L-------------------------.J

707 North Main • 925-HAIR

I

Giorgio
White Linen
Youth Dew
Beautiful
Poison

JelTDl's

I

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

White
Shoulders
Raffin'ee
Anais Anais
Vanderbilt
Opium

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I
I

·I

$3.00 OFF ALL HAIRCUTS

Horseshoe Tavern

1
1

:

L---------------~---------.J

Must be 21 years of age or older !

----------~

c.:
...:._j1
a0%__________________________
Off Russell Stover Candies
120 E. 4th. 925- 5344

.,

!

.
r ---~---------------------,
I
J:.1. .
The
423 N. Pearl
I

I

! Expires: 2/28/89

I
I
I : 10% off all men's and women's fragrances. Over 150 to choose from. :
.I I
Free gift wrapping
Ex ires 2/15/89 1

•

:

~-~

925-EDGE

• ,. I

L-------- ~2r~~~~.:.82_________
EXPIR,Q'ION DATE:
Last day of Winter Quarter

I
I
I
I

ATTRACTION 925-3159
: :I ~'. 'l. - 'J•.• "~- ' MANE
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

SHASTA 12-12oz CANS

:

Featuring -

EDGE

r--------------------------,
: HAPPY'S market :
I

:

~
, ~. ~

,..

•
:

with this coupon
*Sebastian*
*Redken*
*Image*

925-1693

Expires Feb. 15, 1989

. .........'= · · - - - ,

... _________________________ _

.

L-------------------------.J

1708 E. 8th (at the Plaza) • 925-2177

\

equal or lesser value for 1/2 price

______________________ ... ____________

••••• • ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

r-------------------------,
10% : :r-------------------------,
15% Of All Styling Products :

: cwusTUDENTSPECIAL

One Pitc

(h.i.ppy houQ :;.7 rm Oarly)

1318 S. Canyon Rd.
Ellensburg Washington 98926
...._

MUST USE COUPON---GOOD 2-14-89 ONLY

L------------------- -~ - -- -~

St€ak hous€

& Cantma

.~

A PLACE FOR ALL REASONS

I

l=oM -

:t~Buy one dinner and receive the second one of

BUCIBO.ABD

:

mex1can

~
·
'~:~i~
• •1, !); i

$ 2.00 OF CHAMPAGNE BY THE
BOTTLE!

50¢ OFF THE MEALS OF
YOUR CHOICE
Dhe

r------------,,
•..-----------,
First a:nd
Ta:ve:rn

1
Lasti~Jhflnce
1
I
.
·
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
1200 E. 10th. 962-5999 I
I Happy Valentines Day from
and Last Chance Tavern I

Casa b€ Blanca

,.{.~\

~
~ut .
Makin' it great!'"

FREE DELIVERY
925-5001
925-7888
8th. and Main

Makin' it great!'"
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Scene
New games break up winter monotony
Knowing Who's undercover wins this game Knowing who's under the
covers wins this one
by DENISE DAHLAGER
PRSSA anticipates a large num- weekdays. Play stops at 5 p.m. FriCopy Editor

Hot-Pursuit, a game designed to
bring excitement to winter quarter
doldrums, is coming to Central Feb.
23.
At registration on Feb. 2, 3, 6, 7
and 8, you are given a task-card. On
it you are given the name, class
schedule, residence and physical
description of your target. The object is to "take-out" your target with
a plastic toy-gun. If indeed, you
succeed in shooting the target, you
take their task card and begin to
hunt for the person on their taskcard.
There will be referees available in
case of disputes.
Both the last person alive and the
person who "takes-out" the most
people will win. There is a $500
prize which will be split in the event
that these winners are different
players.
Pat Otter, PRSSA committee
chairman of Hot-Pursuit, said "This
is a fund raiser for PRSSA. We
wanted something new for winter
quarter. It's safe, fun and exciting.
Everybody can do it - not just an
athlete, a brain or partyer."

ber of participants. Their goal is
600-700 people.
"I think it will be big in the dorms,"
said Otter.
The cost is $18 per person. For
this price players receive a toy-gun,
a handful of darts and a 100% cotton Hot-Pursuit T-shirt.
The game has many rules. To
begin, there will be no shooting in
classrooms. Hallways are acceptable. Residence hall rooms are off
limits, but residence hallways are
fair game. Any shots in the dining
halls, the SUB or the library are
illegal-and those guilty of breaking the rules will be disqualified.
Sidelining is a term used to describe the following situation. You
are after your target, and before you
are able to fire, your target shoots
you. At this point you are sidelined
for 24 hours. You are unable to
make any offensive moves, but are
open for attack.
There are many other rules to be
explained at the time of registration. These will be further elaborated upon in an official rule book
available at registration.
Hot-Pursuit will only be played
between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. during

day and begins again at 5 p.m.
Sunday.
There are many strategies to win
Hot-Pursuit, Otter said. For instance,
If Dick and Jane decided to work
together as a team they could help
each other out. If Dick is trying to
take out Spot, Jane will pull a "lame
shot" on Spot. Spot will then let
down his guard, assuming that Jane
is sidelined for 24 hours. It is at this
point that Dick can easily shoot the
unsuspecting Spot. The process is
somewhat confusing, but the player
who masters the strategy will surely
do well.
PRSSA has been working on HotPursuit for a little more than one
quarter. According to Otter, the
biggest faculty concern was the gun.
However, when they actually saw
the gun, they laughed. It is advertised as being safe for 3 to 4..:yearolds.
"They are plastic, ugly neon colors, the darts are neon orange, and
you simply can't mistake it for
anything other than a toy," Otter
said.
The game runs from Feb. 23-March
8. The winner is declared March 9.

Valentine's Day on a college budget
by DENISE DAHLAGER
Copy Editor

The sweetest day of the year is
just five days away.

You want to make this Valentine's
Day special - but chances are,
money is tight.
Never fear. With a little imagination and a bit of help from cupid,

,...________________""'-'P__. , .__
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A campus couple takes a stroll in Ellensburg's winter wonderland.
Photo by Gina Myer

you too can experience the beauty
of true romance.
Unless, of course, you are an emotional iceberg, you may wish to
dazzle your Valentine with the triedand-true love poem. It's more sincere than a Hallmark, and should be
sealed with a kiss - the mark of a
hopeless romantic.
If you are a bit reluctant to woo
your Valentine with poetic charm
and eloquence, a single rose may be
your option. It will only cost you a
dollar or two, but the effect is unmeasurable. It's sweet, sentimental, romantic and possibly even borderline passionate.
For those Sweethearts who shy
away from the erotic side of
Valentine's Day, Betty Crocker may
beyourticket. Cakes, sugarcookies
or brownies are quick, inexpensive
and thoughtful. Add a heart-shaped
pan for a romantic twist.
If, however, you enjoy a bit of
spice and are looking for adventure
this Valentine's Day, you might try
silks, satins or lace. Sure, it costs
slightly more than a Hallmark, but
"the silk nighties give you certain
advantages that a card just can't get
you," said Thor Rude, junior.
For those Sweethearts who have
hit financial desperation and still
want to experience adventure, try
wrapping yourself in a big red ribbon. Your Sweetheart couldn't ask
for a more personal gift.

by DAINA MURRAY
Staff Writer

Theirs is the first face you wake
up to in the morning and the last
face you see before you close your
eyes at night. You share the same
tiny dorm room, but do you know
them better than simply that head
under the blue, flannel covers?
For instance, you've rummaged
through their wardrobe, but could
you say for sure what their favorite
color is? You've eaten with them,
but can you name their favorite
dining hall delicacy? If you can
answer these, you may be a perfect
candidate for the Roommate Game.
Sponsored by University Recreation and ASCWU, it is the first-ever
campus-wide Roommate Game.
Katy Crowell, coordinator of the
game, said all 16 residence halls are
involved in this event. Each hall
will have its own game by Feb. 26
to determine the team that will represent the hall in the preliminary
Feb. 28.
The preliminary will consist of
four rounds of four teams, one team
going on to the final March 7 to
compete for the grand prize of a hall
river float, she said.
Both the preliminary and the final
are at 7:30 in the SUB ballroom.
Emcees for the show are Sara Deligan, assistant coordinator of the
Roommate Game, and Matt Braden,
otherwise known as the man behind
the polyester Travolta suit in

Breakfast in bed will pamper your
Sweetheart. Try a warm note on
your Valentine's pillow, an inviting
one tucked in a notebook, or a
steamy one waiting in a dresser
drawer - or all three.
Granted, few students are able to
afford two tickets to Paradise, or an

Friday's Lip Sync.
Fashioned after the TV game show
the Newlywed Game, contestants
will try to predict the way their
roommate will answer to detailed
questions about their preferences
and habits. The Roommate Game
seeks to answer such vital questions
as how many pair of white underwear your roommate owns.
Deligan said it was important to
her to get everyone who was interested to participate in the game,
even if they don't have a roommate.
For instance, North Hall (which
consists of all single rooms) had
teams of neighbors in their competition. She said that even in halls
with double occupancy, singles can
pair up with a friend.
But you'd better know them pretty
well, Deligan warns, because some
of the questions are really "off the
wall." She declined to name any,
because the whole operation is topsecret. The list of"sample questions
that University Recreation sent out
to all the residence hall managers
will be compiled, along with any
questions the LGAs might have
made up, and destroyed before the
preliminary. This will insure that
no questions will be repeated, so no
team will have an unfair advantage
by having heard the question before, she said.
Interested roommates should contact their LGAs as soon as possible
to sign up for the hall game.

expensive night of fine dining but there is nothing more romantic
than an intimate dinner for two with
candle light and a warm, homecooked meal - even in a dorm.
With all the money and the hype
aside, Valentine's Day is a day to be
spent with someone you love.
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'To protect and to
serve
it's my job'
by JON MAHN
Staff Writer

I've grown up in the television
age and my idea of a policeman's
job is one of shoot outs, car chases
and a world where crime doesn't
pay.
As I discovered when I went to
follow an average CWU campus
police officer, the main job of the
police is quite different from the
picture Hollywood has painted.
Scott Phipps, 25, an officer who
has worked for the CWU police
department for almost 4 1/2 years,
had a lot to say about the job of law
enforcement during his Wednesday night beat.
"We drive around to be a deterrent and show the criminal element
that we are out there, and to show
the public we are there if they need
us," Phipps said. "A lot of times we
just go and take information after
the fact, but even if we only catch
one out of 10, that one is one more
criminal off the streets."
For me, it was an interesting
evening because I noticed all the
nervous eyes looking our way.
Students who were probably doing
nothing, all of a sudden, became
quiet and just stared at Officer
Phipps and me. It was a unique
experience being on the other side
of the law enforcement fence.
"I don't know why students are
so afraid of the police elemept. I

mean, we are there to help them, not
hurt them. We are not looking to put
people away, we just want to keep
everything within the parameters of
the law," said Phipps.
"This is a very rewarding job at
times. For example, I received a call
a few months back about a boy
causing some problems down at the
old Tower Theater. This boy was
banging his head against the wall
and telling me that the walls were
talking to him. I took him into the
mental health authorities and they
committed him.
"I ran into him at a 7-11 store
months later and he thanked me for
helping him and told me a story
about how he was supposed to take
care of his little brother one day and
his little brother was hit by a car and
from then on his mental health began
to slowly worsen. What a feeling of
accomplishment," said Phipps~
Phipps also told me about the
other side of the coin.
"One evening after I took a walk
through a building, I went outside
and discovered my car had been
trashed and the tires slashed. That
really hurts, because we are there to
help and make sure they and tlfeir
property are safe. All they did was
slap us in the face."
Then all at once, a bit of excitement came our way. A call came in
and we were on our way to check
out a possible prowler. We sped to

Campus police officer Scott Phipps shows Observer reporter Jon Mahn what life is like on the night beat.
Photo by Steve Douglas
the scene with lights flashing, and I talks on such things as personal
could feel my .heart pounding. safety, crime and rape prevention.
"This helps us get to know the
Phipps' job was to search the area
and eithermake sure thatthe prowler students and teach them to help by
was gone or question suspicious stopping crime before it occurs characters. Once again, the element such as bike registration Fall Quarter," Phipps said.
of time was against us.
An example of helping students
"We have to go to every call just
on the chance that we may stop a out occurred that night as Phipps
crime in progress and catch a crimi- and I were driving through the Student Village parking lot. A car had
nal," Phipps said.
That evening I learned many its lights on. Phipps took down the
interesting facts about the campus license plate number and had dispolice. Campus police give dorm patch, a person back at headquarters that gives them information
when needed, call the owner and
tell him his lights were on.
The officers are given extensive
psychological training that helps
them deal with a variety of situations. For example, a woman about
40 years old called the police that
evening and reported a prowler in
her house. Phipps rushed over and
could find no one in the house.
When he was about to leave, the
woman screamed. He went back
inside and she had changed her story.
She said a man, about three feet tall,
jumped up on her table and began
dancing with her potted plants on
his head. Officer Phipps found no
one. He calmed her down and referred her to the mental health authorities.
"The one thing I love about this
job is that it's never dull and always
changing," Phipps said. "I've done
everything from changipg an elderly lady's tire to stopping a rape in
progress. If a person wants a job

that's not routine, being a police
officer may be something to look
into."
When I asked Phipps what he
thought was the biggest problem
here on campus, he didn't even
hesitate when he said "alcohol."
"Ninety percent of the time, alcohol is the reason we get called
some place. People get out of hand
or angry and the alcohol intensifies
the emotion and that's when we
have to come in," he said.
"A lot of times it's just a boyfriendandagirlfriendhaving a lively
discussion and the alcohol brings
on a fist fight. Party all you want just don't go outside the parameters
of the law, or you'll have to talk to
us."
Noise is a big problem, he said.
"They don't want to tell them, so
they send us in to.be the bad guys,"
Phipps said.
Phipps' last day on patrol ·was
Feb. 7, as he took a job with the
Renton police force.
"I hate to see him going- he's a
good officer, but so are all of the
other officers here at CWU," Sgt.
Tim Stowe said. "I wish him the
best of 1uck."
After the beat was over, Phipps
took me back to the station. I thanked
him for the experience, and told him
that it seemed to be a very rewarding job.
"Its just like I tell my son every
day before I go to work," Phipps
said, "I'm out there to help people
not hurt people. To protect and to
serve - its my job."
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Campus Coping

'I'm resorting to drugs to help me'
Dear L.B.
Lately I've been very depressed,
but the problem is that I'll never let
it show. My friends only see the
happy side of me, but deep down
I'm very sad and lonely. I've been
resorting to drugs to help me, especially when I go to sleep, but I'm
afraid things are going to get worse.
I don't want to have to rely on drugs
for the rest of my life, but I don't
want anyone to know how sad I am.
ACROSS
1 Moccasin
4 Evaluates
9 Paddle
12 Goddess of
healing
13 Musical drama
14 Consumed
15 Confidence
17 Distended
19 Flesh
21 Weight of India
22 Argues
25 Title of respect
29 Spanish article
30 Renovate
32 Epic sea tale
33 Gratuity
35 Lavishes
fondess on
37 Fall behind
38 Short jac·ket
40 Harvests
2

Secretive
Dear Secretive,
Even though you write that you
don't want your friends to know
how sad you've been feeling, I sense
that inside you're crying for someone to talk to. Many people, when
alone and sad, resort to alcohol or
drugs to combat the accompanying .
depression. The down side of this is
that the aloneness and sadness don't

Crossword
Puzzle
Puzzle solution on page 3

DOWN

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

7 Goddess of
discord
8 Capital of
Oregon
9 Grain

3

12
15

60
63

Greg Goessman

;,;

-

s, 11,1 .••

Dear L.B.
I'm having a really tough time
staying out o~ relationships. This
may sound like a blessing, but in all
actuality it's a real problem.
Whenever I start to get on a person
to person level with someone else

The
Weekly

42 Roman 1001
43 Repulse
45 Eccentric
4 7 A state: abbr.
49 Location
50 Touching
54 Wants
57 Veneration
58 Earn
60 Cry of cow
61 Wager
62 Zodiac sign
63 Stitch

1 Fondle
2 Ventilate
3 Fragment
4 Revolved
5 Newsgathering
org.
6 Spread for
drying

disappear, they just get superficially
hidden. I strongly urge you to seek
counseling to discuss both your
feelings of depression and drug use.

10
11
16
18
20
22
23
24

Devoured
Crimson
Scorch
Macaws
Choir voice
Hinder
Choice part
Mediterranean
vessel
26 Pigeon pea
27 Trumpeter bird
28 Enchantment
31 Has on one's
person
34 Parent: colloq.
36 Dashe·s
39 Tidy
41 Surfeit
44 South Amertcan
animal
46 Abounds
48 Genus of
maples
50 Engineer's
compartment
51 Be in debt
52 Seine
53 Prefix: three
55 Female deer
56 Seed
59 That is: abbr.

they get really goopy and start hinting about becoming more than a
friend. The "M" word doesn't come
up or anything, but I still feel concerned.
Why can't I just have friends?
People to be around and for casual
conversation and pleasant company.
Most important, why can't I have
friends who understand that I want
time to be alone?
I'm not saying that I don't want
friends or even that I wouldn't mind
a girlfriend; I'm only human. I'm
just wondering why things can't be
more casual.

Man eater
Dear Maneater
I understand your concern. Having a friendship progress to a more

intimate level can be scary if friendship is your only intention. Something you may wish to consider is
that people often get and give incorrect messages about feelings.
Communicating your feelings before misunderstandings occur might
help prevent these crossed messages. People can only know what
you tell them.
L.B. lee is employed with mental
health agencies in Ellensburg and
Yakima.
letters to l.B. lee should be
addressed care of The Observer,
CWU, Bouillon Hall, Room 225,
Ellensburg, Wa. 98926.
All letters must be recieved by 5
p.m., Friday, the week before
publication.

Mike Bush

'It's old bugle lips'
Let's start out by getting one thing reel, the orange vest with two bilextremely dear - I am fishing lion pockets, the hat with two billion lures, the scientifically designed
ignorant.
.
With fishing season running up underwear and the scientifically
on us, there is no doubt in my mind designed, sight-tested, smell-tested,
that I kno·w as much about fishing taste-tested, "You can't catch me
as I do about open-heart surgery. because you're fat and ugly" fishOnly difference is, I know where ing lure.
Babe also taught me the importhe human heart is. As far as fishing
goes, I can barely find a lake that tance of the place where you fish.
has even the remotest chance of Never, ever, fish in a body of water
holding within its depths even the called "Lake Baxter" for instance.
There are no fish there. All of the
tiniest, wimpiest minnow.
This is why I started watching fish hang out in lakes like the one
Fishin' Shows on The Nashville Babe earns his money on - "Lake
Network. Along with my roommate, Oppachobie." As far as Babe is
Chris, I now have a steady diet of concerned, fish only live in lakes
he-man type outdoors programs, with more than eight letters in their
designed to tum even the most ig- names.
Another thing I became aware of
norant would-be fisherman into a
is the importance of Scouting Your
backwoods hero.
My current idol, besides Mark Spot. This is important because you
(the guy who can fix any computer need to know the best place to fish,
problem at the drop of a hat, while the depth to fish at and the place
I would rather punch the computer where the game warden is least
right in its big ol' fatty screen rather likely to see you when you dump
than look at it), is Babe Winkelman, your beer bottles into the lake.
Fi shin' Shows, while they usually
the host of "Babe Winkelman' s
show rugged, bearded men with no
Outdoor Secrets."
Babe taught me that No, it is not visible sign of employment catchpossible to fish in your own back- ing ridiculously large fish, occayard pond with a bamboo pole and sionally have shows when there are
a jar full of worms like Andy and no fish to be caught. This is the fun
Opie used to do in Mayberry. To be part, when these men, who by their
a successful fisherman, you need . appearance couldn't sign their name
legibly, start spouting off bizarre
the following:
facts like they were going out of
Money.
This is necessary to buy the boat, style.
"There are 30 or 40 different types
the motor, the anchor, the rod, the
of dragonfly out here," said one
such outdoorsman. I did not make
this up.
The very best part of the average
Fishin' Show, however, is listening
to Babe and his macho friends discuss their various catches. During
this part of the show, it is nearly
impossible to not hear one of the
following:
"There's a beauty!"
"That's a monster bass!"
"It's old bugle lips!"
"OH, SON!!!"
These are standards in the Fishin'
World and no trip is a real trip
without them, so, before you head
for the lake, tum on the tube and
learn from Babe. He's as important
to the experience as the maggot you
put on the end of your hook.
And a lot less icky.
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Western in the 'Cat house Saturday
by TAMI SCHRANK
Sports Editor

Seahawks vs. Raiders, Lakers vs.
Celtics, Wildcats vs. Vikings.
Saturday's men's varsity basketball game against Western Washington is the epitome of the classic
sports rivalry.
In the first game at Bellingham in
January, Central protected a sevenpoint halftime lead to win 67-64.
The victory, in front of more than
3,000 fans, snapped the Vikings'
16-game home win streak.
On the line Saturday night are
Central's eight-game win streak
(before Tuesday's game .at Puget
Sound) and bragg!ng rights for a
year.
The intensity of the rivalry and
interest in the game were evident
when the earlier game was sold out
the Tuesday before the Saturday
showdown. The game actually was
over-sold. Sam Carver Gym, the
Vikings' home, officially seats
3,000, but 3,311 tickets were sold.
Nicholson Pavilion holds 3,200
officially but has never sold out,
according to Bob Guptill, CWU,
sports information director.
"We have never turned anyone
away," Guptill said.
However, this may be the game
to reach the sellout mark, as it promises to be a good match-up.
Tickets will go on sale at the
Pavilion at 4 p.m. Saturday. The
gates will open at 6:30 and tipoff is
set for 7:30.
Wes tern is presently tied for first
place in the district with LewisClark State with a record of 11-1, its
only loss coming at the hands of
Central. Wes tern has already
clinched a playoff berth.
The Vikings, however, have lost
24 straight against the Wildcats
since their last win in the Pavilion
Feb. 4, 1972, which they won 7671.

Central is also doing well as it is
in third place in the district and has
won its last four games without
starting forward Carl Aaron. He
was sidelined because of minor
surgery, but will be in uniform
Saturday.
~last year's match-ups, the regular-season game went into overtime
with the 'Cats prevailing 82-78. In
the playoff game, Central handed
Western a 72-51 beating.
Spirits are already running high
as was evident by the Lip Sync
crowd's response last week to the
special act "The Wildcat House,"
by Robin MacAlpine and the Minority Student Association.
The song, wriiten by MacAlpine,
is expected to be performed some-,
time during Saturday's game.
The words are printed here so everyone can sing along:

The Wildcat House
This is the House, the House, the Wildcat House
Who'sHouse, Our House! The WildcatHouse! (repeat)
Hanging in the Pit where all the homeboys there are
chillin'
'cause we know what's going down tonight in Nicholson
Pavilion.
Another team will meet their doom (time out) on the
hard court floor
we' re going to blow those bums right out the room
with the WILDCAT ROAR!
The House, House, House (repeat 3 times)
When it comes to playing basketball the Wildcats are
the best!
Come on down to our house and we '11 put you to the test.
If you 're going to Rock with us you 're going to need a
lot of luck
WESTERN -That means you too! (or other appropri
ate response)
When I say Central you say Cats!
Central - Cats! Central - Cats!
When I say Central you say Cats!
Central - Cats! Central - Cats!
Central, Central - Cats! Cats!
Central, Central - Cats! Cats!
Central, Central, Central, Central - Cats! Cats! Cats!
Cats!
The roof, the roof, the roof is on fire!
Who's House? Our House! The Wildcat House!
The roof, the roof, the roof is on fire!
Who's House? Our House! The Wildcat House!
Is there a Wildcat in the.House?
YEAH!!
Is there a Wildcat in the House?
YEAH!!

Bryan Gerig will lead the Wildcats as they battle with the Western
Washington Vikings Saturday night. Photo by Gina Myer.

Sports Slate
Feb. 9-15
Men's Varsity Basketball
Feb. 11 vs. Western Washington
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 13 vs. Simon Fraser
7 :30 p.m.
Feb. 15 vs. Seattle
7:30 p.m.
Women's Varsity B~sketball
Feb. 11 vs. Lewis-Clark State
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 15 vs. Seattle
5 p.m.

Shake it to the left (hoot) Shake it to the right (hoothoot)
Stand up, sit down, FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!
Shake it to the left (hoot) Shake it to the right (hoothoot)
Stand up, sit down, FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!

Men's Junior Varsity Basketball
Feb. 11 vs. Blue Mountain
1 p.rn.
Feb. 14 vs. Wenatchee Valley*
7:30 p.m.
*This is the last game of the season

Na Na Na Na Na Na Hey-Hey-Hey Goodbye
Na Na Na Na Na Na Hey-Hey-Hey Goodbye

Women's Junior Varsity Basketball
Feb. 11 vs. Blue Mountain
11 a.m.
Feb. 14 vs. Wenatchee Valley
5 p.m.

Goodbye (HEY!) Goodbye (HEY!) Goodbye and don't
come back!
Now don't start crying, 'cause we weren't even trying
and I hope you remember this when you 're gonna talk
smack
So crawl on your knees back to your bus
'cause we don't wanna see you 'round here
and maybe if we're generous, we'll let you try again
next year
MAYBE!
HASTAla VISTA BABY!

••• ••• .,.
•
••
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Wrestling
The next match for the team is the Bi-District
Champiionships Feb. 18 at Monmouth.
Swimming
The next meet for the team is the Northwest SmallCollege Championships Feb. 16-18 at Portland.
All home games are in bold type.

University Recreation Schedule
Feb.9
Feb. 11
Feb. 13

Beta Day
Cross-Country Ski Trip
Alpha Day

Other Events
Feb.9

Harlem Globetrotters
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Wrestlers finish up dual-meet season

Portland next stop

_

.Swimmers look to districts

by MARK WAVRA
Staff Writer

prise," Clark said.
Central also finished well in the
Contributing Writer
50-meter freestyle, as Kenny Smith
(24.90) and Scott Yates (25.53)
Central Washington's men's and teamed up for second ;md third
women's swim teams travel to Port- place, respectively.
land fonhe Bi-District Swimming
On the women's side, Central
and Diving Championships Feb. 16- was led by freshman Allison Walsh.
18.
She placed second in the 800-meter
The men are seeking their sev- freestyle (9::38.72) and third in the _
enth consecutive title while the 400-meter freestyle (4:47.89).
women are seeking their fifth
Senior Lorijo Claunch contribstraight crown.
uted to the Central effort with a
The teams concluded the dual second place finish in the 200-memeet season with defeat at the hands ter backstroke (2:37.42).
of Puget Sound last week in Ta- . "This year's UPS team is one of
coma.
the fastest NAIA squads of the
CWUvs. UPS
decade," Clark said.
The Loggers won every event as
Clark, who took over for longthe UPS men beat Central 138-67, time mentor Bob Gregson who is
and the lady Loggers overpowered on one-year sabbatical, inherited a (
cwu 146-58.
young team, but guided the men to
Leading the 'Cats was freshman an 8-4 record and the women to a 6Chris Mason battles a Simon Fraser wrestler in the Washinton State
Scott Ericson. He finished only three 5 record.
Collegiate Championships Saturday. Photo by Gina Myer.
seconds behind Puget Sound's Ian
The winning seasons marked the
the first round which would have ual matches.
Lee
in the 800-meter freestyle. He 27th consecutive winning season
"They
are
ranked
No.
1
and
I
regiven him four points and the vically didn't expect to win," Nelson was also second in the 400-meter for the men and the sixth for the (
tory.
said. "The boys did really well freestyle.
"I thought he won," Nelson said.
women.
"It was hard to tell times with the . CWU at Wash. State Open
"It was a tough call and I didn't though, so I wasn't disappointed."
Curran defeated Selwyn Tam at pool being meters, but Scott probaagree, but then it wasn't up to me."
Freshman Shari Mars led the 'Cats
118 pounds and Shoup beat Kevin bly swam his best dual meet of the as she took fifth in the 1650-yard
Matt Hume, 158 pounds, defeated
EWU' s Mark Cook for third place Pine, 5-3, at 167 pounds for the season," head coach Lori Clark said. freestyle (18:27.96).
Mike Platte also had a strong perCentral victories.
honors.
Andy Platte was the only other ~
formance
for Central. He finished
"I wrestled him earlier today and CWU·vs. Pacific Lutheran
Wildcat in the top six as he placed
Central soundly defeated Pacific second in the 100-meter freestyle
he beat me- he got lucky," Hume
sixth in the 200-yard butterfly
said. "I knew I could beat him if I Lutheran, 24-14. Six of IO Wildcat (56.56) and 200-meter freestyle (2:00.48).
wrestlers beat their Lute rivals.
(2:04.21).
kept good positioning."
"Mike keeps telling me that all he
The meet lasted three days, but
Shoup placed third at 167 pounds
"I wasn't too worried about that can swim is the 50 and .100, but his Central was only able to compete
by defeating Tim Burgman from
one," Nelson said. "They aren't a 200 freestyle has been a nice sur- two days. They did not place.
EWU,5-3.
tough team in dual matches."
"I wrestled 100 percent~ but it
Brian Curran, 118 pounds, started
was still closer than it should have out the evening by gaining a technibeen," Shoup said.
cal fall over his opponent Rob
LaCross earned third place honSimpson in the third round.
is celebrating its
ors at 190 pounds, defeating PaChris Mason then defeated David
51
cific Lutheran's Wayne Purdon.
Bosone, 9-2, at 126 pounds.
..
Other
winners
were
Sandy
SteCWU vs. Simon Fraser
1
Central faced Simon Fraser, the vensonat 142 pounds, Roger Shoup
And New Location
at 172 pounds, James Jolly at 177
No. 1 ranked team in the nation,
With a Prize Drawing, larch Ith
last Friday at home. Central lost, pounds and Ed LaCross at 190
First Prize
30-11, winning only two individ- pounds.

by KEVIN DEKOSTER

Central' s wrestling squad kept
busy last week with two dual
matches and a tournament. The
Wildcats faced Pacific Lutheran and
Simon Fraser in dual meets, then
hosted the Washington State Collegiate Championships on Saturday.
"I was pleased with the team. We
had a lot of fine efforts," head coach
Hedj Nelson said.

Washington State Tourney
CWUhosted the Washington state
championships in Nicholson Pavilion Saturday. Simon Fraser decisively won the tournament with 110
points, almost double the points of
second-place Eastern Washington,
which finished with 56. Central
finished with 45 1/2 points.
Central grapplers placed six wrestlers in the top three of their respective weight classes.
"They all (the Wildcats) wrestled
really well. We wrestled Simon
Fraser last night and we pulled
together really well today for some
nice efforts," Nelson said.
Curran placed first in his weight
class by defeating Selwyn Tam of
Simon Fraser in the finals.
"Last night I pinned him in the
first round, so when I was behind 60 in the second round I just asked
my self, 'What's going on?'" Curran said. "Luckily I pulled it
through."
National qualifier Chris Mason
finished second at 126 pounds. He
lost 4-2 to Norm Spence of Simon
Fraser in the finals.
"I've got the same guy at districts
in a couple of weeks, so I hope I can
get things turned around before
then," Mason said.
Ellensburg native Sandy Stevenson lost a tight match to Simon
Fraser's Craig Roberts, finishing
second in the 142-pound class.
The final score was 1-8, but numerous people on hand argued that
Stevenson executed a maneuver in

I

Allstate ·insurance

1 ANNIVERSARY

s100.oo
No Obligation

lust be 18 111rs

old to enter.

"SALT OF THE EARTH"
We are constantly hearing
"avoid foods high in salt", or "put
down that salt shaker.''
Why? Salt is not a fat, it contains
no calories, so why must we
restrict our intake? The connection
of salt and high blood pressure is
well known. High blood pressure is
linked to heart disease. There is an
on-going debate on whether
high-sodium diet causes hypertension and conversely, whether a
sodium-restrictd diet can prevent
it. The evidence is inconclusive.
The value of a low-sodium diet in
the treatment of established
hypertension is unquestioned,
however. Studies have shown that
even a mild restriction of sodium
can produce a modest but definite
fall in blood pressure in many people. One favor you can do yourself,
especially if you have heart disease
in your family, is to learn to control
your salt intake. Stop salting foods
in cooking and at the table, limit
your intake of canned and processed foods, and read lables. Sodium
intake is one risk factor we can all
control.

I
~.V

a

More than 3 million people in Europe
have learned the secret of losing
weight. It's fast, safe, and inexpensive. This revolutionary plan is now
available in the U.S.

,,,_1'

ANNOUNCING
OUR NEW OFFICE LOCATION

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg, WA 98926
( 509) 962-9796

Located: I block North of Safeway
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Basketball player exchanges
big-city life for Ellensburg
by ROY ELIA
Staff Writer

Transferring from Seattle University to Central Washington University, exhanging the big-city
atmosphere forthat of a small farming community, has proven to be a
positive step, according to CWU
women's basketball player Kajsa
Clark.
Clark, a Colville native, whose
father Ray competed as a diver at
Central in the 1960s, said constant
crime around the Capitol Hill neighborhood of Seattle, where she and
·other university students were
housed, put a damper on her first
college experience.
"I did not realize what kind of
campus it was," Clark said. "I did
not like the environment at all. I did
not feel comfortable or relaxed."
Occasionally. security personnel
would walk students to the campus,
Clark noted.
The sophomore guard was an
active participant in Colville athletics, earning three varsity letters in
volleyball and four each in basketball and softball.
Both volleyball and basketball
required more intense pre-game
preparation, Clark said, while softball provided a more low-key setting, but "when the time came, we
went out to win," she added.
The biggest victory of Clark's
athletic career at Colville came in

Kajsa Clark, sophomore guard
for the women's basketball team.
(Photo by Steve Douglas)
the familiar confines of Nicholson
Pavilion in 1986, when the Indians
defeated Cheney to e~m the Frontier League's number-two berth in
the Washington State AA basketball tournament. CHS finished second to Hanford.
"Cheney and Colville were rivals," Oark remembered. "There
was personal pride on the line. I was
enthusiastic , about it (going to
state)."
As for her move from Seattle to
Ellensburg, Central head coach
Gary Frederick, like Clark, could
not have been happier. Frederick
believes Clark, averaging 2.2 points
and one rebound per game, has a
bright future in a Wildcat uniform.
"She's goi~.g~~? b~"agood pl~~~!~'

Frederick said. "She is getting better every game and getting more
confidence. She is upbeat and always working hard."
Clark sees herself as more of a
play-making guard rather than a
shooter.
"I like to get a lot of assists instead of score," Clark said. "Once I
get more confidence in shooting,
I'll be able to contribute more."
- Summer work ethics may be a
determining factor in Clark's ultimate goal in 1989-90.
"I'm going to work really hard
this summer," she declared. "I'll try
to come back and win starting
position_next y~ar."

a

For your
information:
Pool Hours
9 8 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.
10 5 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.
11 1 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
12 1 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
13 8 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.
14 8 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.
Closed
15
Swimmers are required to be
out of the gym 15 minutes after
the pool closes.

Feb.

The Snow Hopper Bike Race
scheduled for February 4 was postpaned until February 18 because
of the extremely cold weather.
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Win streak broken

Junior varsity splits games
by ROY ELIA
Staff Writer

Winner of five of its last seven
games prior to a Tuesday night road
encounter at the University ofPuget
Sound, Central Washington
University's men's junior varsity
basketball team hosts Blue Mountain Community College Sunday at
lp.m.
The contest at Nicholson Pavilion is the second meeting this season between the two teams. The
Timberwolves won the last game
with a shot at the buzzer.
"They run it up and down (the
floor)," Central coach Jeff Olwen
said of BMCC. "They are scoring a
lot and giving up a little more.
We're going to push the ball up
the floor," Olwen said. "If we shoot
the ball well and control the boards,
we will be okay."
The junior Wildcats split two
recent games against junior college
opponents, hammering Yakima
Valley Saturday and falling to the
Community Colleges of Spokane
Monday.
CWU vs. Spokane
CWU was unable to overcome a
20-point halftime deficit as the visiting Sasquatches held on for a 9082 victory.
CCS shot 75 percent from the
field in the first half while building
a 53-33 lead at intermission.
Central responded with the first
eight points of the second half and
gradually worked its way back into
the contest.
Spokane, however, made clutch
free throws and layups down the
stretch to squelch any thoughts of a
Wildcat miracle.

"My hat is offto the guys," 01 well
said. "It is a credit to them to come
back and make a game of it."
Olwen praised starters Tim Helgeson and Brian Link. Both tallied
24 points to lead all scorers. Link
had 20 of his points in the second
half.
"Brian took over in the second
half," Olwen said. "He had a good
game."
"That is the way he can play,"
Olwen said of Helgeson, who broke
out of a mid-season slump. "He
played Tim Helgeson basketball tonight."
CWU vs. Yakima Valley
Behind 28 points from Dave
Kinnaman, the Wildcats rolled past
the out-manned Indians 98-67.
YVC played without guards Brian
Hall and Jeff Staten. Neither of the
backcourt performers made an
appearance at Sherar Gym Saturday or at a Friday practice session.
The no-show prompted YVCC
coach Pete Jarvis to tell a Yakima
newspaper reporter, "Maybe they
made a decision (to qu.it) and didn't
tell me."
The Indians were also without
forward Carl Iverson, who rested
up for a community college game at
Walla Walla last night, according
to the Yakima publication.
Despite the absences, Olwen was
not about to down-play the victory.
"Our man-to-man pressure keyed
everything," Olwell said. "We ran
the break well and played defense
well in the second half."
Link added 20 points to the CWU
attack.

WATCH THE WESTERN
GAME IN COMFORT THIS
SATURDAY! Buy your CWU
Cheerstaff "Cat Cushion" before
the game. Regular price $6, this
Saturday only $5 ! Thanks for supporting TWO great causes!
1973 Capri. Clean, good interior,
sunroof, V-6 engine, 6,600 miles,
recent front-end work. Call anytime 968-3732.

Valentines Day is Tuesday, February 14

Give the Love Struck
GARFIELD.
Bouquet.
four sweetheart will really
get stuck on Teleflora's
exclusive Love Struck
GARFIELD Bouquet. It's
America's favorite cartoon
cat with a big bouquet of
fresh flowers. The suction
cup on his back Jets him
attach to walls and mirrors.
To send one anywhere,
call orvic;it our
CD n
shop toc ay
1

CD
\ :D t'..DM~ - nn_D &W&
The Flower Peta l-ers
320 East 4th
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-6995

Tell us

3 .Tuleflora

Must sell - '81 Dodge van, customized, 4-speed. New tires, recent
maintenance. 935-6660 or 9256390 after 3:00 p.m.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS.
Over 5,000 openings. National
Parks, forests, fire crews. Send
stamp for free details. 113 E.
Wyoming, Kalispell, MT 59901.
Get your PADI full open water
certification within a 10-day period, $160. Sign up at Moser's
Clothing and Scuba Supplies. Your
home for Levi's. 118 E. Fourth,
925-1272.
Word Processing, typing. Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate,
all forms. Spelling and grammar
corrected, Resume specialist, Term
papers, and Theses. BOOKMARK
SERVICES, 415 N. Pine St. 9626609 or 968-3228.
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WILL BE IN THE
SUB, FEB. 9,10
10 A.M. -- 3 P.M.

FEBRUARY ART
BOOK SPECIAL
FREE ART BOOK
WITH $10 ART
SUPPLY
PURCHASE

NEW! UNIBIND
• BINDS UP TO 200 PAGES .
• BINDS REPORTS AND
COMPUTER PRINTOUTS.
20% OFF THROUGH FEB. 14TH
SEE GLORIA
AT THE SERVICE COUNTER
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DISCOUNTINUED
MERCHANDISE
.PENS
.AVERY LABELS
.MEMO BOOKS

